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Stagnation of Science

Most branches of scientific and 
economic study have stagnated over 
the past 25 years

Only two major fields have 
progressed materially in this period

Reasons for stagnation

What’s wrong with slowing 
down pace of innovation?

Political ideology and dogma

Real and potential tragedy arising from nuclear weapons

Trying to maintain status quo when innovation is needed is dangerous

The rise of AI calls for innovation in economics and society

Computation

Communication

Rise of Artificial Intelligence

AI and economics

AI and art

The recent rise in AI-driven large language models LLMs) are proof of AI’s impact on current economic models

We need a new model of economics; neither capitalism nor communism are equipped to handle AI

AI-created art is 
also art

Our art does not 
reflect our time

Singers often create beautiful art by pouring their souls into lyrics written by other people

This is no different than them bringing an AI-written song to life

Eric sings!

Art can motivate people who aren’t otherwise 
inclined to adopt emerging technologies

Why doesn’t our art reflect our time?

There were songs about canals, trains, and cars 
when they were emerging technologies

Shrinking attention spans
Unlikely, because the same people 
consume long-form podcasts and epic 
television series spanning multiple seasons

Crisis of meaning

Crisis of Meaning

Most of us die never having heard our own voices

Each of us has to find our own meaning Do something that’s hard, and inspire people

Don’t join fringe movements or cults

Don’t hurt anything that anyone else has built (throwing soups on paintings)

Start small, and build on it

Try creative, non-destructive ways of getting your point across (projection mapping)

Ensure you have a way to making a living

Manipulation of Scientific Consensus Scientific consensus is often 
manipulated by official bodies Why do they do this?

We assume that whatever’s being 
manipulated or lied about must be false

Often, institutions lie in order to simplify 
things and drive political change

This leads to people not understanding 
the depth of certain problems

Climate change and covid 
vaccines are examples of this

This, in turn, leads to loss of 
faith in institutions

Faith in Institutions It’s easy to say we’ve lost faith in our 
institutions, but that’s not entirely true

We know that the airlines will overbook 
flights, overcharge us, lose our luggage

We also trust them completely with our 
lives, and the lives of our loved ones

This means that our institutions are 
both good and bad simultaneously

One of the reasons for this might be found in 
the theory of ‘Embedded Growth Obligations’

Embedded Growth ObligationsFor about 25 years post World War II, we 
made high levels of broad and rapid growth

We built a society that assumed and 
required these high levels of growth

When this growth obligation can’t 
be met, institutions get into trouble

Innovations like checklists in airline and medical 
industries keep them from collapsing entirely

Fictions such as currency influx and manipulation 
help keep the illusion of growth alive

There would be a complete loss of confidence in 
our institutions without some of these fictions

We need smart, adult-level fictions that are useful, 
instead of dangerous fictions that cause more harm

Useful Fictions vs Dangerous Fictions
A nation is a group of people 

who’ve agreed to forget 
something in common

Useful fictions

Dangerous fictions

All men are created equal

I have a dream

Wasn’t true when it was created, but was open ended

Was aspirational for future generations, who took the opportunity to eradicate slavery

Was based on Gandhi’s philosophy of non-pacifism

Was far more hardcore than most people understood
The people who did 

understand it showed infinite 
heroism in pursuit of civil rights

This type of heroism gets even more 
rare as we prioritize individual pleasure 

over multi-generational strategies

The 1619 project

The woke mind virus

Puts slavery at the center of USA’s national narrative

Makes some important points about the role of Black Americans in the founding of USA

Does this at the cost of founding fathers and other national icons, and is therefore a destructive and dangerous fiction

The dude wall

Evergreen university

Rachel Maddow disparaged the legacy of highly accomplished scientists by referring to a wall of their 
pictures at the Rockefeller Center as “the dude wall”

She failed to show the generosity of spirit that the people at the Rockefeller Center showed in inviting her

When Bret Weinstein was under 
attack at Evergreen university, Eric 
reached out to several newspapers 

to see if they’d write that story

Bari Weiss wrote the story for 
New York Times

Sam Harris started talking about it on 
his podcast and other conversations

We’ve got to stop blaming 
and alienating people like 

that for their blind spots

New Economic ModelOur current, fossil fuel based economic 
models need to break in one of three ways

A system that doesn’t have the current growth obligations

Deregulate a small number of high-output individuals

An idea-based system (ideas per unit of energy consumed)

Cultivate a culture of service to 
ensure a fair distribution of wealth

We’ll need to invite more 
people to these conversations

Freaks and weirdos by standard definition

Neurologically atypical people

“Learning disabled” people

People you might otherwise disagree with

Unshackling the Creative SpiritMost people are unable to unleash their 
creative potential for multiple reasons

Nihilism / lack of belief

Fear of leaving comfort zone

Fear of standing out

Stop being cynical about other people’s 
ideas, beliefs and actions

We need to inspire people by putting forward a 
positive vision and showing them what’s possible

Pick any topic you’re interested in - from 
something mundane like coffee beans to 

radical social causes
Join up with others interested in the same subject

Learn the tricks of your new trade

Find new and interesting ways of expressing it

We have slightly less than 
5,000 productive weeks in life

Store 5,000 sweets in a jar and take 
one out every weekWatch as the odds of you accomplishing anything worthwhile dwindle

There’s a last time you do everything and 
you don’t realize when that is in real-time

Think about how many of these “deaths” 
can you endure before you actually dieFigure out ways to reclaim some of those “dead” parts

Rise of AI

Crisis of meaning

Faith in institutions

Economic growth obligation

Fictio
ns

New economic model

Unlocking creativity

AI and the future LLMs currently rely on 
prior human works 

Their overall intelligence might be limited by how 
clever we’ve been

They don’t do well in areas where human 
literature is scarce

High level scientific subjects 
with less than 200 authors

One of these AI outfits might figure out a way to 
teach these models to do things no one has done 

This could be built on top of the emergent 
behaviors that these models already have


